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■　　ABSTRACT ：

　　More 　Japanese　universities　are　adopting 　problem　based

leaming（PBL）．　The　change 　of 　pedagogy　was 　not 　accompanied

by　changes 　in　the　design　of 　leaming　spaces ．　A 　PBL 　course 　in

Mie 　 University　 was 　 studied ．　 The　 study 　 was 　 based　 on

observation ，　The　fbcus　was 　on 　undcrstanding 　the　influences　of

PBL 　 pedagogy　 on 　classroom 　 space 　use．　 Students
’
behaviors

during　group　work 　were 　analyzed ．　The　results 　showed 　that　there

was 　 a　 misfit 　betw  n　PBL 　that　 encourages 　group　 work 　 and

collaboration 　 amd 　 outdated 　 classrooms ，　Effective　conaboration

behaviors　were 　observed ，　such　behaviors　took　place　when 　all

group　members 　 participated　equally 　in　leaming　activities ．

Communication　betWeen　gro叩 members 　is　essential 　fbr　healthy

collaboration　 aetivities．　 PBL 　 requires　 creating 韻ew 　 Icaming

spaces 　in　university 　carnpus 　optimjzed 　for　collaboration ．

■ 　　蓋NTRODUCTION ；

　 Universities　all　over　the　world 　are　adopting 　Problem　Based

Leaming（PBL）．　 Mie　University　is　trying　to　 cope 　 with 　this

worldwide 　trend　by　steadily 　introducing　PBL 　into　lts　courses ．

PBL 　is　learning　initiated　by　a　posed　problem　to　be　solvcd　by　thc

ieamer；the　problem　here　be◎omes 　the　fbcus　of　the　 studen ビs

activities （Boud ＆ Feletti，1997）．　Students　usually 　start 　with 　 a

problem，　and 　then 出ey 　move 　to　acquire   owledge 　and 　skms 　in

asequence 　of 　real　world 　problems　prese煎 ed　in　context 　with

associated 　learning　materials 　and 　support 　from　a　teacher．

　 Complex 　 real　 werld 　problems　motivate 　students　to　identify

and 　research 　the　concepts 　and 　principles　they　need 　to　know 　to

solve　thesc　problems（Duch ，
　Groh ＆ Al監en

，
2001），　Students

centered 　 learning　 p。dagogies　 increase　 engag 。mcnt 　 by

encouraging 　stUdent−faculty　contact ，　colIaboration 　behav菫ors 　and

active 　loarning（Smith，　ShepPard，　Johnson ＆ Johonson，2005）．

Studcnts　 work 　in　 small 　 leaming　 teams，　 bringing　 together

col韮ect重ve 　skills　at　acq ロiring
，
　 commu 皿icating　 and 　 integrating

inforrnation．　 PBL 　 prepares　 students 　 to　 bccome　 independent

inquirers，　and 　to　work 　coltaboratively　in　groups　to　engage 　the

problem　successfully （Saven−Baden，2003）．　Collaboration　is　the

work 　done　by　two 　 or　 morc 　 studcnts ，　who 　work 　together　and

share 　the　work 　load　equitably 　as　they　progress　towaτd　intended

l巳amlng （Barkley，　Cross＆ Major，2005）．

　Traditional　classroom 　designs　derived　to　satisfシthe　traditionai

leaming　pedagogies　 still　prevail　 in　today
，

s　leaming

environmen 重s，　 In　 spite 　 of 　recent 　dcvelopments　 jn　 leaming

pedagogies，　learners　continue 　to　use 　outdated 　spaces　optimized

fbr　the　two−thirds　rule；tWo讐thirds　of　thg　time 　the　lecturer　is

talking　and 　the　students　are 　passively　Iistening（Sommer ，2007）．

There　is　a　growing　need 　to　create 　new 　classroom 　designs　with

insp藍ring 　furniture　configurations 　to　fセee　stUdents　of　trad韮tionaI

baπ iers 跚 d　enable　 them 重o 　embracc 　innovative　 thinking
，

prob監em 　solving 　ski ］ls　and 　healthy　coHaborative 　behaviors（Bc11．

Greene，　Fisher＆ Baum
，
2001）．　As　PBL 　shifts　the　fbcus　of

leaming　as　a　process食om 　teachers　to　 leamers，監he　leaming

space 　should 　be　reconfigured 叙）reflect 　such 　a　change ．　New 　PBL

classrooms 　 need 　 to　 cater 　 fbr　group　 work 竃md 　 co1 ［abor 飢ion

（Kol皿 os，　Graaf ＆ Du，2009）．　 A 　 classroom 　 dcsign　 can　have

profbund　e｛fects　on 　students ，　learning　outcomes 　and 　social　or

collaborative　behaviors　（Augustin，2009）．　 PBL 　optimized

leaming　spaces　need 　to　be　 opo 翻 environments 　to　facilitate

creating 　and 　transferming 　knowledge　by　means 　of 　group 　work

and 　coliabo 田 tion （Kiib，2004）．

■　　RESEARCH 　PURPOSE 　AND 　METHODOLOGY ：

　This　paper　fbcuses　on 　the　university　leaming　space ；it　aims 　to

investig飢e　the　effects　of　apPlyir撃g　nontraditional 　P巳dagogies　on

classroom 　spatial 　use
，
　collaborative 　behaviors，　and 　obstacles 　to

leaming　posed　by　the　 currently 　available 　classroom 　layouts．

Understanding　how 　users　would 　adapt 　their　leaming

enviτonment 　to　cope 　with 　PBL ，　observing 　their　actual

col1 註bo旧 tive　behaviors，　and 　grasping　the　process　of 　problem
solving　wo ロ1d　provide　valuable 　feedback，　which 　would 　lead　to

be眈 er　designs　of ｝eaming 　space 　so　that　it　would 　croate 　an 　idea｝

environment 　to　promote　the　emergence 　of 　independent　inquirers．

　As　 a　 methodology ，　this　 study 　 was 　based　 on 　qualit飢 ive

methods ，　 The　 classroom 　 observations 　 were 　 held　 by　 vidco

recording 　as　a　tool　to　capture 　the　behaviors　of 　students 　  d
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faculty. The observation  was  conducted  during the 90 minute

class sessions on  four separate days, over  two  terms, In addition,

an  observer  attended  the observed  c]ass  sessions  and  used  a

digitaI eamera  to record  important eyents, besides taking notes

and  recording  own  impressions. The fourth observation  included

more  time devoted to group work,  and  the use  of  DV  cams

enabled  covering  100%  of  tables, therefore it was  chesen  for

further detailed analysis.  The collected data was  analyred  on

two  Ievels; first trying to grasp a  genera] understanding  of  the
evcnts  and  issues seen  to be important to apply,PBL  smoothly,

SecondlM a  more  detailed analysis  was  condueted  by tracking

individuals within  each  group to understand  each  individual's

activity profile and  group dynamics, The  frequency and  duration

of  activities  were  measured  per indiv{dual for the entire  period
ofgroupwork,

1  ACASESTUDYFROMMIEUNIVERSITY:

  A  course  named  
"4-Skills

 startup  seminar"i;  which  is a class

based on  PBL  and  is dedicated to the undergraduate  students

(freshmen) was  chosen  as a case  study. This course  aims  to

introduce the students  to university  life by equipping  them with
necessary  skills  and  providing them  opportunities  to learn how

to leam. It includes a combination  of  activities  to develop IT

application  skills, effective communication,  group work  and

problem solving,

  The selected  course  was  held in a special classroom  dedicated
to courses  applying  PBL,  yet its layout followed the traditional

classroorn configuration;  a  rectangular  classroom,  with  rows  of

tables, moyable  chairs artd five whiteboards,  and  the main

prqiection $creen  at  the  center  of  the front wall.  The ebserved                                            '

classes consisted  of  two  parts in terTns of  activity  duration: a

lecture that explained  some  general ideas about  the posed
problem and  gave some  instructions, and  then  group work  where

students tackled  the  problem under  concem.

-  TRANSITIONFROMLECTURETOGROUPWORK

    ANDGROUPCOMBINiYrlONS:

  The current configuration  ef  class  provides for traditiona]

lecture based courses.  This  was  clear at the transition moments

frorn lecture to group work.  Some  students needed  to move  from

their places, move  tables and  chairs  to sit ih more  interaction-

promoting configurations,  The  ayerage  transition time  was  1,37

minutes.  This trar:sition can  be seen  as an interruption of  the

jeartriing process, because students  required  soTne  time to settle

down  and  go back to learning actiyities, Students tried to

position themselvcs in a  configuration  that helps them to

maintain  cye  contact with group  members  (Fig.1).
ThNo-student groups -the third member  of  these groups was

absent  on  the survey  day- managed  to achieve  that by tilting
chairs toward each  others;  students  either  sat  beslde each  other
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the three-student groups, students tried to either  tilt their chairs

so  that all three students  could  have continuous  eye  lines to

enable  them to have sustained  conversations,  or  sat  beside each

others. While the first configuration  was  successfu1  before

introducing PCs, after  which  many  students  tried to sit beside

each  other  to ensure  better contribution  to PC  work.  In the fouF

student groups, students managed  by tilting their chairs  to face

other  members,  but using  the PC  effectively  was  difficult, Many

stucients hesitated to meve  their chairs or to ti}t tables unless

they were  encouraged  to do so  by either the faculty or  the [[A;

which  indicates the strong  authoritive  image students  hold for a

the faculty. 11iere is a  need  to stress  freedom of  action  and

movement  ofstudents  in order  to encourage  them to take control

oftheir  own  learning.

"  MOVEMENTLINES:

  The ctassroom  was  stacked  with  tables, leaving narrow  spines

for mevement;  those  spines seemed  to be congested  and  when

the transition was  made  te group work,  many  students moved

their seats  or  tilted some  tables. The new  configurat-ions,  in

addition  to the students' belongings and  electrical plugs on the

fioor, btoeked some  spines, which  Hmited the freedom of

movement  for both the students  and  the lecturer who  frequently

rnoyed  around  the groups. Students moved  to bring the PC  and

take it back to the closet;  this kind of  movement  was  prominent

at the beginning of  group work  and  the end  of  class.  Many
students  moved  almost  at the same  time, moying  through the

unblocked  vertical  spines  and  then  through  the  longitudinal

spine  at the front of  class  ancl  accumulated  around  the PC  closet,

It was  also  noticed  that some  students moved  to talk with  faculty
and  I:A. In addition,  severaS students  moved  to see what  other

groups are  doing. The  faculty moved  constantly  between all

groups. All groups were  in contact  with  the faculty at least once.

The average  interaction time between the fhculty and  mernbers

ofa  group was  2.33 minutes.  The TA  started  by moving  between

.
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several  groups but eventually  ended  up  staying  for a  long time  at

Group 11, The average  interaction time between the T:A and
members  ef  a  group was  2.54 minutes  (Fig. 2). The users  of

space  were  seen  in many  occasieRs  to cooperatc  by waiting  for
others  to clear  a movement  spine  before using  it to move  te their

destination.

-  PCUSAGE,ENGAGEMENTANDPOSSESSIONS:

  The task of  bringing the laptop PC  from the classroorn closet

and  when  to use it was  left for each  group, this made  students

feel and  practice rnore  control  on  their leaming. Five groups

brought the PC  at the start  of  class,  five other  groups brought it

at the start  of  group work,  two groups brought it after a while  of

group discussions and  only  one  group - Group  1 l - did not  use  a

PC  at al1. Alse, it was  noticed  that Group  2 used  two  PCs  and  its

work  was  based on  computer  assisted collaboratien. The use of

such  PCs  in unsuitable configurations  led to ineffectiveness;

only  one  student  could  clearly  see  the PC  screen,  which  created

an  uncornfortable  atmosphere  for coElaboration and  lowered the

level of  group engagement.  As  a consequence,  sorne isoLation

effbcts were  observed  in' some  groups, where  one  member

would  seem  to be detached from the gtoup, which  hinders

constructive  collaboration.  Some  students changed  their seating

locations in the group when  the  PC  was  introduced, to be able  to

see the screen and  participate more  effectively in the group
aetivities;  which  led many  students  to sit beside cach  otheg  a

configuration  that does not  help in maintaining  eye  contact  and

negatiyelyaffectsinteraction.

  Genera;ly speaking  the PBL  class  had a  high level of  student

engagement.  Most  of  the students  arrived  te the  classroom  at

least 1O minutes  before the start of class, The two modes  of the

c:ass  were  noticeably  different in terms ofstudents'  engagement.

The lecture was  observed  to be less engaging  to students;  47%

of students were  noticed  to fa]1 asleep  at least once.  The greup

work  mode  was  more  engaging  to students;  alrnost  all group

members  participated enthusiastically in group work  and

                                                 -491-

discussions, The higher levels of  engagement  in group work  are

due to the social  facilitation effect  which  causes  all group

members  to try to work  harder and  put more  effbrt  in the

presence of other group members,  Lewer  levels of  engagement

among  few students wete  seen  occasionally,  when  such  students

were  sitting  {n an uncomfortable  organization.  Students with

lower Levels of  engagement,  showed  sociaHoafing  behaviors;

they depended on  otheT  group's members  to do their work.

  Students required  more  table surfacc work  area  to spread their
belongings, because many  students  used  papers, books and  the

provided PCs. In many  cases,  students  were  seen  to make  use  of

two tahles; thcy wou!d  interact with  group rnembers  and  then tilt

their bodies tewards the other  table to write  down  notes or  read

and  then  go back to interact with  group members  again,  which

seerned  to make  collaboration  a  cumberseme  task.

l  STUDENTSACTIVITIESANDCOLLABORATION:

  AIL col]aborations  consisted  of  a  combination  of  activities

inctuding talking, PC  use,  observation,  reading,  writing  and

moving.  The most  impertant activity  was  talking ameng  group;

as  such  interaction would  create a link between group members,

facilitate sharing  relevant tasks and  guarantee smooth

collaboration. falking with  the teacher  was  noticed  to be

marginal.  except  for the  case  of  a  female mernber  of  Group 11

(Gll03).
   Limited talking with  teacher  helps to enforce  independent

learning and  the teacher would  be seen  more  as  a facilitator

rather  than the  source  of  knowledge. The  frequency of  activities

differed arnong  individuals; within  each  group, PC  use  was

conducted  more  frequently by one  ofthe  group members  (G1O1,
G302, G401), and  this may  be attributed  to the layout that

enabled  ene  user  to easily  handte the PC  while  others

panieipated every  once  in a  while.  The observatien activity,

which  is a  combination  of  thinking, watching  and  listenlng to

instructions, seemed  to occur  within  all group members  (Fig, 3).
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       learning
1  ACTIVITYPROFILESOFSTVDENTS:

  Studying Students activity  profiles, showed  that a  student

with  effective eollaboration and  high engagement  weuld  show  a

highly repetitive  pattern of learning activities,  less interruption,
talking with  group members  would  be dominant and  mostLy

related  to other  activities either by fo11owing them  or  preceding
them  as  in Group 3 (G303) (Fig. 4-A), While, a  student  of less

effective  collaboration  and  lewer engagement  would  exhibit  less
repetitive  patterns as  in Group 1O <GlOOI) (F{g. 4-B).
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1  CONCLUSION:

  A  PBL  classroom  design should  meet  the needs  of PBL,

which  places focus on  students  rather  than  on  the lecturer,

Traditionai class  roorn  layouts based on  rows  of  tables hinder

the effective  application  of PBL  courses. Classrooms need  to

stress flexibility to facilitate transition between different
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      modes  with  minimum  interruption to the leaming

process. fable  configllratiens  that are  optimized  for group work

and  cellahoration  are  an  indispensable part of  a  PBL  classroom;

such  tahle configurations  would  guarantee continuous  sight  lines

between students and  provide suMcient  table work  areas  to

collaborate and  use  different necessary  tools, In addition, the

class  should  be equipped  with  tools and  IT resources  to faci]itate

sharingkuowledge.

  Effective collaboration  can  be achieved  by promoting greup

work  skills  that stress the need  for equal  participation in leaming
activities,  as  well  as providing appropriate  configurations  that

induce communication.  The group work  dynamics and

co]laboration  skills should  be emphasized  and  monitored  by the

faculty er IZAs. Finally, a PBL  classroom  needs  to enable

students  to have more  control of  their leaming environment,
which  weuld  provide more  comfort  and  consequently  less

distractions and  more  engagement  in the learning process
leading to innovation.
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